{"id":2830,"date":"2019-01-16T02:32:41","date_gmt":"2019-01-16T02:32:41","guid":{"rendered":"http:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?p=2830"},"modified":"2019-01-16T02:32:41","modified_gmt":"2019-01-16T02:32:41","slug":"jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html","title":{"rendered":"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47)"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"5\"><u>January\/2019 Braindump2go AZ-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-101 Real Exam Questions:<\/u><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\"><\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><!--more--><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.|2019 Latest AZ-101 Exam Dumps (PDF &amp; VCE) 70Q&amp;As Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html\" href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.|2019 Latest AZ-101 Exam Questions &amp; Answers Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1KoBQez_BqgPlnBE-cCoz8OkAoozD-2g9?usp=sharing\" href=\"https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1KoBQez_BqgPlnBE-cCoz8OkAoozD-2g9?usp=sharing\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/1KoBQez_BqgPlnBE-cCoz8OkAoozD-2g9?usp=sharing<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 39<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You need to create a web app named corp7509086n2 that can be scaled horizontally. The solution must use the lowest possible pricing tier for the App Service plan.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>In the Azure Portal, click Create a resource &gt; Web + Mobile &gt; Web App.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>Use the Webb app settings as listed below.<br \/>Web App name: corp7509086n2<br \/>Hosting plan: Azure App Service plan<br \/>Pricing tier of the Pricing Tier: Standard<br \/>Change your hosting plan to Standard, you can&#8217;t setup auto-scaling below standard tier.<br \/>Step 3:<br \/>Select Create to provision and deploy the Web app.<br \/>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/environment\/app-service-web-how-to-create-a-web-app-in-an-ase\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/environment\/app-service-web-how-to-create-a-web-app-in-an-ase<\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/pricing\/details\/app-service\/plans\/\"><strong>https:\/\/azure.microsoft.com\/en-us\/pricing\/details\/app-service\/plans\/<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 40<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>Another administrator reports that she is unable to configure a web app named corplod7509086n3 to prevent all connections from an IP address of 11.0.0.11.<br \/>You need to modify corplod7509086n3 to successfully prevent the connections from the IP address. The solution must minimize Azure-related costs.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Find and select application corplod7509086n3:<br \/>1. In the Azure portal, on the left navigation panel, click Azure Active Directory.<br \/>2. In the Azure Active Directory blade, click Enterprise applications.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>To add an IP restriction rule to your app, use the menu to open Network&gt;IP Restrictions and click on Configure IP Restrictions<\/p>\n<p>Step 3:<br \/>Click Add rule<br \/>You can click on [+] Add to add a new IP restriction rule. Once you add a rule, it will become effective immediately.<\/p>\n<p>Step 4:<br \/>Add name, IP address of 11.0.0.11, select Deny, and click Add Rule<\/p>\n<p>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/app-service-ip-restrictions\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/app-service-ip-restrictions<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 41<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You need to add a deployment slot named staging to an Azure web app named corplod@lab.LabInstance.Idn4. The solution must meet the following requirements:<br \/>&#8211; When new code is deployed to staging, the code must be swapped automatically to the production slot.<br \/>&#8211; Azure-related costs must be minimized.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Locate and open the corplod@lab.LabInstance.Idn4 web app.<br \/>1. In the Azure portal, on the left navigation panel, click Azure Active Directory.<br \/>2. In the Azure Active Directory blade, click Enterprise applications.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>Open your app&#8217;s resource blade and Choose the Deployment slots option, then click Add Slot.<\/p>\n<p>Step 3:<br \/>In the Add a slot blade, give the slot a name, and select whether to clone app configuration from another existing deployment slot. Click the check mark to continue.<br \/>The first time you add a slot, you only have two choices: clone configuration from the default slot in production or not at all.<br \/>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/web-sites-staged-publishing\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/app-service\/web-sites-staged-publishing<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 42<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You plan to deploy an application gateway named appgw1015 to load balance internal IP traffic to the Azure virtual machines connected to subnet0.<br \/>You need to configure a virtual network named VNET1015 to support the planned application gateway.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Click Networking, Virtual Network, and select VNET1015.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>Click Subnets, and Click +Add on the VNET1015 &#8211; Subnets pane that appears.<br \/>Step 3:<br \/>On the Subnets page, click +Gateway subnet at the top to open the Add subnet page.<\/p>\n<p>Step 4:<br \/>Locate subnet0 and add it.<br \/>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/vpn-gateway\/vpn-gateway-howto-site-to-site-resource-manager-portal\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/vpn-gateway\/vpn-gateway-howto-site-to-site-resource-manager-portal<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 43<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You need to deploy an application gateway named appgw1015 to meet the following requirements:<br \/>Load balance internal IP traffic to the Azure virtual machines connected to subnet0. Provide a Service Level Agreement (SLA) of 99.99 percent availability for the Azure virtual machines.<br \/>What should you from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Click New found on the upper left-hand corner of the Azure portal.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>Select Networking and then select Application Gateway in the Featured list.<br \/>Step 3:<br \/>Enter these values for the application gateway:<br \/>appgw1015 &#8211; for the name of the application gateway.<br \/>SKU Size: Standard_V2<br \/>The new SKU [Standard_V2] offers autoscaling and other critical performance enhancements.<\/p>\n<p>Step 4:<br \/>Accept the default values for the other settings and then click OK.<br \/>Step 5:<br \/>Click Choose a virtual network, and select subnet0.<br \/>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/application-gateway\/application-gateway-create-gateway-portal\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/application-gateway\/application-gateway-create-gateway-portal<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 44<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You need to deploy an Azure load balancer named lb1016 to your Azure subscription. The solution must meet the following requirements:<br \/>&#8211; Support the load balancing of IP traffic from the Internet to Azure virtual machines connected to VNET1016\\subnet0.<br \/>&#8211; Provide a Service Level Agreement (SLA) of 99.99 percent availability for the Azure virtual machines.<br \/>&#8211; Minimize Azure-related costs.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<br \/>To complete this task, you do NOT need to wait for the deployment to complete. Once the deployment starts in Azure, you can move to the next task.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>On the top left-hand side of the screen, click Create a resource &gt; Networking &gt; Load Balancer.<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>In the Create a load balancer page enter these values for the load balancer:<br \/>myLoadBalancer &#8211; for the name of the load balancer.<br \/>Internal &#8211; for the type of the load balancer.<br \/>Basic &#8211; for SKU version.<br \/>Microsoft guarantees that apps running in a customer subscription will be available 99.99% of the time. VNET1016\\subnet0 &#8211; for subnet that you choose from the list of existing subnets. <br \/>Step 3: Accept the default values for the other settings and click Create to create the load balancer.<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 45<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You plan to connect a virtual network named VNET1017 to your on-premises network by using both an Azure ExpressRoute and a site-to-site VPN connection.<br \/>You need to prepare the Azure environment for the planned deployment. The solution must maximize the IP address space available to Azure virtual machines.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal before you create the ExpressRoute and the VPN gateway?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>We need to create a Gateway subnet<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Go to More Services &gt; Virtual Networks<br \/>Step 2:<br \/>Then click on the VNET1017, and click on subnets. Then click on gateway subnet.<br \/>Step 3:<br \/>In the next window define the subnet for the gateway and click OK <\/p>\n<p>It is recommended to use \/28 or \/27 for gateway subnet.<br \/>As we want to maximize the IP address space we should use \/27.<br \/>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/blogs.technet.microsoft.com\/canitpro\/2017\/06\/28\/step-by-step-configuring-a-site-to-site-vpn-gateway-between-azure-and-on-premise\/\"><strong>https:\/\/blogs.technet.microsoft.com\/canitpro\/2017\/06\/28\/step-by-step-configuring-a-site-to-site-vpn-gateway-between-azure-and-on-premise\/<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>QUESTION 46<br \/>SIMULATION<br \/>This is a lab or performance-based testing (PBT) section.<br \/>The following section of the exam is a lab. In this section, you will perform a set of tasks in a live environment. While most functionality will be available to you as it would be in a live environment, some functionality (e.g., copy and paste, ability to navigate to external websites) will not be possible by design.<br \/>Scoring is based on the outcome of performing the tasks stated in the lab. In other words, it doesn\u2019t matter how you accomplish the task, if you successfully perform it, you will earn credit for that task.<br \/>Labs are not timed separately, and this exam may have more than one lab that you must complete. You can use as much time as you would like to complete each lab. But, you should manage your time appropriately to ensure that you are able to complete the lab(s) and all other sections of the exam in the time provided.<br \/>Please, note that once you submit your work by clicking the Next button within a lab, you will NOT be able to return to the lab.<br \/>To start the lab<br \/>You may start lab by clicking the Next button<br \/>Tasks<br \/>Click to expand each objectiveas<br \/>To connect to the Azure portal, type https:\/portal.azure.com in the browser address bar.<br \/>You plan to grant the members of a new Azure AD group named corp7509086 the rights to delegate administrative access to any resource in the resource group named corp7509086.<br \/>You need to create the Azure AD group, and then to assign the correct role to the group. The solution must use the principle of least privilege and minimize the number of role assignments.<br \/>What should you do from the Azure portal?<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>A.See below explanation<\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><strong>Answer: A<br \/>Explanation:<br \/>Step 1:<br \/>Click Resource groups from the menu of services to access the Resource Groups blade<\/p>\n<p>Step 2:<br \/>Click Add (+) to create a new resource group. The Create Resource Group blade appears. Enter corp7509086 as the Resource group name, and click the Create button.<\/p>\n<p>Step 3:<br \/>Select Create.<br \/>Your group is created and ready for you to add members.<br \/>Now we need to assign a role to this resource group scope.<br \/>Step 4:<br \/>Choose the newly created Resource group, and Access control (IAM) to see the current list of role assignments at the resource group scope. Click +Add to open the Add permissions pane.<\/p>\n<p>Step 5:<br \/>In the Role drop-down list, select a role Delegate administration, and select Assign access to: resource group corp7509086<\/p>\n<p>References:<br \/><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/role-based-access-control\/role-assignments-portal\"><strong>https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/role-based-access-control\/role-assignments-portal<\/strong><\/a><br \/><strong><\/strong><a href=\"https:\/\/www.juniper.net\/documentation\/en_US\/vsrx\/topics\/task\/multi-task\/security-vsrx-azure-marketplace-resource-group.html\"><strong>https:\/\/www.juniper.net\/documentation\/en_US\/vsrx\/topics\/task\/multi-task\/security-vsrx-azure-marketplace-resource-group.html<\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><a href=\"https:\/\/docs.microsoft.com\/en-us\/azure\/network-watcher\/network-watcher-ip-flow-verify-overview!!!RECOMMEND\"><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"6\"><u><strong><\/p>\n<hr>\n<p>!!!RECOMMEND<\/strong><\/u><\/font><\/a><font color=\"#ff0000\" size=\"6\"><u><strong>!!!<\/strong><\/u><\/font><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">1.|2019 Latest AZ-101 Exam Dumps (PDF &amp; VCE) 70Q&amp;As Download:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html\" href=\"https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/www.braindump2go.com\/az-101.html<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n<p><strong><font size=\"4\">2.|2019 Latest AZ-101 Study Guide Video:<\/font><\/strong><\/p>\n<p><a title=\"https:\/\/youtu.be\/4qoOHoNxDFU\" href=\"https:\/\/youtu.be\/4qoOHoNxDFU\"><strong><font color=\"#0000ff\" size=\"4\">https:\/\/youtu.be\/4qoOHoNxDFU<\/font><\/strong><\/a><\/p>\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>January\/2019 Braindump2go AZ-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-101 Real Exam Questions:<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":1,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"closed","ping_status":"open","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":{"footnotes":""},"categories":[2646,2647,2648,2649,2],"tags":[2651,2655,2656,2652,2653,2654,2650,2657,2658],"yoast_head":"<!-- This site is optimized with the Yoast SEO plugin v22.4 - https:\/\/yoast.com\/wordpress\/plugins\/seo\/ -->\n<title>[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps<\/title>\n<meta name=\"robots\" content=\"index, follow, max-snippet:-1, max-image-preview:large, max-video-preview:-1\" \/>\n<link rel=\"canonical\" href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:locale\" content=\"en_US\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:type\" content=\"article\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:title\" content=\"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:description\" content=\"January\/2019 Braindump2go AZ-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-101 Real Exam Questions:\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:url\" content=\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html\" \/>\n<meta property=\"og:site_name\" content=\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\" \/>\n<meta property=\"article:published_time\" content=\"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00\" \/>\n<meta name=\"author\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:card\" content=\"summary_large_image\" \/>\n<meta name=\"twitter:label1\" content=\"Written by\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data1\" content=\"admin\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:label2\" content=\"Est. reading time\" \/>\n\t<meta name=\"twitter:data2\" content=\"16 minutes\" \/>\n<script type=\"application\/ld+json\" class=\"yoast-schema-graph\">{\"@context\":\"https:\/\/schema.org\",\"@graph\":[{\"@type\":\"WebPage\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html\",\"name\":\"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"isPartOf\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\"},\"datePublished\":\"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00\",\"dateModified\":\"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00\",\"author\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\"},\"breadcrumb\":{\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html#breadcrumb\"},\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"ReadAction\",\"target\":[\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html\"]}]},{\"@type\":\"BreadcrumbList\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html#breadcrumb\",\"itemListElement\":[{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":1,\"name\":\"Home\",\"item\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\"},{\"@type\":\"ListItem\",\"position\":2,\"name\":\"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47)\"}]},{\"@type\":\"WebSite\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/\",\"name\":\"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps\",\"description\":\"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!\",\"potentialAction\":[{\"@type\":\"SearchAction\",\"target\":{\"@type\":\"EntryPoint\",\"urlTemplate\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}\"},\"query-input\":\"required name=search_term_string\"}],\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\"},{\"@type\":\"Person\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e\",\"name\":\"admin\",\"image\":{\"@type\":\"ImageObject\",\"inLanguage\":\"en-US\",\"@id\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/\",\"url\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"contentUrl\":\"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g\",\"caption\":\"admin\"},\"url\":\"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin\"}]}<\/script>\n<!-- \/ Yoast SEO plugin. -->","yoast_head_json":{"title":"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","robots":{"index":"index","follow":"follow","max-snippet":"max-snippet:-1","max-image-preview":"max-image-preview:large","max-video-preview":"max-video-preview:-1"},"canonical":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html","og_locale":"en_US","og_type":"article","og_title":"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","og_description":"January\/2019 Braindump2go AZ-101 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new AZ-101 Real Exam Questions:","og_url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html","og_site_name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","article_published_time":"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00","author":"admin","twitter_card":"summary_large_image","twitter_misc":{"Written by":"admin","Est. reading time":"16 minutes"},"schema":{"@context":"https:\/\/schema.org","@graph":[{"@type":"WebPage","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html","name":"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47) - All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","isPartOf":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website"},"datePublished":"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00","dateModified":"2019-01-16T02:32:41+00:00","author":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e"},"breadcrumb":{"@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html#breadcrumb"},"inLanguage":"en-US","potentialAction":[{"@type":"ReadAction","target":["https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html"]}]},{"@type":"BreadcrumbList","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/jan-2019100-real-az-101-dumps-70q-braindump2goq39-q47.html#breadcrumb","itemListElement":[{"@type":"ListItem","position":1,"name":"Home","item":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/"},{"@type":"ListItem","position":2,"name":"[Jan-2019]100% Real AZ-101 Dumps 70Q-Braindump2go(Q39-Q47)"}]},{"@type":"WebSite","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#website","url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/","name":"All Braindump2go PDF Dumps and VCE Dumps","description":"Braindump2go Latest and Hottest Dumps with PDF and VCE are free Shared Here!","potentialAction":[{"@type":"SearchAction","target":{"@type":"EntryPoint","urlTemplate":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/?s={search_term_string}"},"query-input":"required name=search_term_string"}],"inLanguage":"en-US"},{"@type":"Person","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/cebbf4d41746662cc414ccc2be00db6e","name":"admin","image":{"@type":"ImageObject","inLanguage":"en-US","@id":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/#\/schema\/person\/image\/","url":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","contentUrl":"https:\/\/secure.gravatar.com\/avatar\/2cd6af522689329bf9552d760877fbd1?s=96&d=mm&r=g","caption":"admin"},"url":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/author\/admin"}]}},"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/2830"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/1"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=2830"}],"version-history":[{"count":1,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/2830\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":2831,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/2830\/revisions\/2831"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=2830"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=2830"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfcourses.com\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=2830"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
